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Abstract Whilst the interplay between type 2 diabetes and
cardiovascular disease (CVD) has been recognised for many
years, recent analyses of existing studies have helped refine
several aspects of this relationship with relevance to clinical
practice. First, recent data demonstrate that fasting glucose
is not linearly related to CVD risk in those without diabetes;
rather, risk levels escalate (modestly at first) only beyond
specific glucose thresholds. Consequently, glucose-based
measures may not necessarily enhance CVD risk prediction
in those without diabetes. Second, other data confirm that
new-onset diabetes is not a post-myocardial infarction ‘risk
equivalent’ state and that, on average, several years of
diabetes duration is needed to attain this level of risk. Third,
meta-analyses and systemic reviews have confirmed that
diabetes increases CVD risk by around twofold on average
and this risk is subject to wide variation, being lowest in
those newly diagnosed and highest in those with existing
vascular disease, proteinuria or renal disease. Fourth, meta-
analyses of major glucose-lowering trials suggest that,
whilst glucose-lowering lessens vascular risk, risk reduction
arising from statins and blood pressure-lowering is greater.
Fifth, statins increase diabetes risk, albeit modestly, adding
to the emerging concept that some agents that primarily
target CVD risk may be diabetogenic, and vice versa. Final-
ly, arising in part from the latter observation, as well as an
understanding that CVD and diabetes risk overlap in some
individuals but not others, the case for combined CVD/

diabetes risk screening (generally using non-fasting lipids
and HbA1c), has gained strength.
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Abbreviations
ADVANCE Action in Diabetes and Vascular Disease:

Preterax and Diamicron MR Controlled
Evaluation

CVD Cardiovascular disease
eGFR Estimated GFR
ERFC Emerging Risk Factors Collaboration
FDA Food and Drug Administration
FPG Fasting plasma glucose
MI Myocardial infarction
UKPDS UK Prospective Diabetes Study
WOSCOPS West of Scotland Coronary Prevention Study

Introduction

This review, based in large part on the Minkoswki Lecture
presented in Lisbon 2011, focuses on recent notable gains
made in our understanding of the relationship between gly-
caemia, diabetes and cardiovascular disease (CVD). Rather
than being a detailed exposition of the area, it addresses
broad concepts using a mixture of meta-analyses of both
cohort studies and clinical trials, novel analyses of existing
studies, and lateral thinking and data presentations to extend
older ideas. In so doing, the work of many knowledgeable
colleagues is presented (in addition to my contributions),
and it becomes clear that significant gains in knowledge can
flow from the sharing of datasets of many studies to yield
greater power and, thus, greater precision. The value of
strong epidemiological teams working in tandem with
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clinically active researchers should also become apparent.
Throughout the review, attempts have been made to place
the conclusions into a clinical context and to suggest areas
for further research. The review concludes with a brief look
at the potential future pattern of CVD in type 2 diabetes, and
the challenges this could bring.

Do glycaemia levels matter to CVD risk in those
without diabetes?

Fasting blood glucose and CVD risk Higher glucose levels
in the non-diabetic range are, obviously, risk factors for
diabetes. Indeed, we previously demonstrated that the risk

of developing diabetes in men with fasting glucose levels
>5.0 mmol/l is nearly ninefold that of men with levels
<4.3 mmol/l, even after adjusting for simple risk factors
inclusive of age, BMI and blood pressure [1]. However,
the relationship between fasting glucose levels and CVD
risk in the non-diabetic range has been the subject of uncer-
tainty, with variable reports of linear relationships, threshold
effects, no associations or J-shaped associations (reviewed
in [2]). This is an important issue, since it would help to
determine the value, if any, of using glucose measurements
to improve vascular risk prediction. We examined the
relationship in a 15 year follow-up of the West of Scotland
Coronary Prevention Study (WOSCOPS), during which we
observed 2381 CVD events and 1244 deaths, making this, at
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Fig. 1 HRs for CHD by
clinically defined categories of
baseline FPG concentration.
Analyses were based on
279,290 participants (14,814
cases). HRs were adjusted for
age, smoking status, BMI, and
systolic blood pressure, and,
where appropriate, stratified by
sex and trial arm. HR (95% CI)
in people with fasting glucose
5.60–6.99 mmol/l was 1.12
(1.06, 1.18). *Reference group.
Reprinted from [3], with
permission from Elsevier
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Fig. 2 Comparison of HRs for CHD by long-term average concen-
trations of FPG concentration (a), total (black squares) and non-HDL-
(purple squares) cholesterol (b) and systolic blood pressure (c), in a
common set of participants. Analyses were done in participants with no
known history of diabetes at baseline. Analyses of FPG concentration,
total cholesterol and systolic blood pressure were based on 140,624
participants (10,667 cases). Analyses of non-HDL-cholesterol were
based on a subset of 71,224 participants (4,290 cases). For FPG,
participants were classified into groups of baseline fasting concentra-
tions (CHD: <4.0, 4.0, .5, 4.5, .0, 5.0, .5, 5.5, .0, 6.0, .5, 6.5, .0, 7.0, .5
and >7.5 mmol/l; ischaemic stroke: <4.5, 4.5, .0, 5.0, .5, 5.5, .0, 6.0, .0,
and >7.0 mmol/l). For the other factors presented, participants were
classified according to baseline values as follows: total cholesterol,

<4.5, 4.5–5.1, 5.1–5.7, 5.7–6.3, 6.3–6.9, 6.9–7.5, 7.5–8.1, 8.1–8.7,
≥8.7 mmol/l; non-HDL-cholesterol, <3.3–3.6, 3.6–4.2, 4.2–4.8, 4.8–
5.4, 5.4–6.0, 6.0–6.6, 6.6–7.2, ≥7.2 mmol/l; systolic blood pressure:
<110, 110–120, 120–130, 130–140, 140–150, 150–160, 160–170,
170–180, ≥180 mmHg). These categories approximately correspond
to those used for FPG concentration (i.e. increments of half the SD of
each factor). HRs were adjusted, where appropriate, for age, smoking
status, BMI, systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and FPG, and
stratified, where appropriate, by sex and trial arm. HRs were plotted
against the mean value in each group. Long-term average values were
calculated with information from serial measurements. The reference
group for each factor is the category with the lowest HR. Reprinted
from [3], with permission from Elsevier
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that time, one of the most powerful studies to address this issue
[2]. The results showed no significant associations between
higher fasting plasma glucose (FPG) within the normal range
and incident CVD events or total mortality (most point estimates
close to one). That noted, the upper confidence intervals were
rather modest, such that more powerful studies were
needed to bring us closer to a definitive answer.

The relationship was further investigated in an analysis by
the Emerging Risk Factors Collaboration (ERFC) group of
investigators, a collaboration that pools individual participant
data from multiple cohorts in a robust statistical manner [3].
This study included nearly 700,000 participants with over
50,000 incident vascular outcomes. The results showed that
FPG is only modestly and non-linearly (HR 1.17, 95% CI
1.08, 1.26; for FPG 6.1–6.99 vs 3.9–5.59 mmol/l) associated
with risk of CVD in the non-diabetic range (Fig. 1). This
compared with about a twofold higher CVD risk in diabetic
patients. Consequently, FPG did not improve risk prediction
metrics for vascular outcomes in those with no history of
diabetes. We were also able to show that, whereas FPG con-
centrations are non-linearly and moderately associated with
risk of CHD, total (or non-HDL-) cholesterol levels and
systolic blood pressure are more strongly associated with such
risk and show a near log-linear relationship (Fig. 2) [3].

HbA1c in the non-diabetic range and CVD risk Having
established that FPG levels do not aid vascular risk predic-
tion in those without diabetes, it is worth considering the
value of HbA1c for this purpose, especially as a recent
meta-analysis demonstrated a somewhat stronger associ-
ation between HbA1c levels and CHD risk [4]. HbA1c

reflects ambient glycaemia for around 3 months and,
interestingly, at lower levels is determined to a greater
extent by postprandial glycaemia than FPG levels. For
HbA1c there are far fewer published studies that report
reclassification metrics rather than simple HRs or ORs.

Analysis of the European Prospective Investigation of
Cancer (EPIC)-Norfolk study suggested that HbA1c may
marginally improve CHD risk reclassification beyond Fra-
mingham risk score in men (3.4%, p=0.06) but not in
women [5]. Subsequent analyses of frozen samples from
the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) cohort
extended these findings to suggest that HbA1c improves
reclassification of CHD risk (1,198 incident events) in men
and women combined (no sex interaction) beyond estab-
lished predictors by around 2.7% [6] although, of note,
blood pressure was adjusted only as a categorical ‘yes/no’
variable, which is a potential limitation. A more recent
analysis using a German cohort with >700 incident events
could not confirm a clear reclassification benefit of adding
HbA1c to the Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation Chart
(SCORE) for individuals without diabetes mellitus [7].
Hence, this is an area in need of more detailed study as the

data are inconclusive at present. It should be noted that
as HbA1c escalates in the non-diabetic range, other risk
factors also tend to increase. In addition, recently
updated CVD risk charts in some countries, such as
the UK-based QRISK2 model, now include variables
that relate to both glycaemia levels and CVD risk [8].
Hence, by adding ethnicity, social class and BMI, the
QRISK2 risk engine may weaken the potential for
HbA1c to meaningfully aid CVD risk prediction in those
without diabetes [8], and this area clearly needs further
work. At present, HbA1c measurement should be used
to provide information on diabetes risk or prevalent
diabetes status. To this end, a two-stage risk scoring
system for diabetes could work well in clinical practice,
with a simple risk-assessment score based on simple
demographics plus BMI determining which patients
should have their HbA1c (or FPG) taken subsequently
[9]. Recent National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence (NICE) guidance on identifying diabetes has
made a similar suggestion [10].

• Glucose/glycaemia measures may aid CVD risk prediction
  in those without diabetes, beyond established predictors
• Like cholesterol and blood pressure, FPG exhibits
  approximately log-linear associations with vascular
  disease throughout the range of its values  

• Elevated FPG within the normal range does not aid CVD
risk prediction beyond established CVD risk engines

• FPG is not linearly associated with risk of vascular disease
in people without diabetes

• Evidence that HbA1c levels (in those without diabetes)
meaningfully aid CVD risk prediction is currently
inconclusive. Furthermore, recently extended CVD risk
engines in certain countries, which contain ethnicity,
BMI and social class, lessen the possibility that HbA1c
will improve CVD risk prediction in such extended risk
scores

• Glycaemia-related variables should be measured to
ascertain prevalent diabetes or future diabetes risk, whereas
CVD risk engines are needed to determine CVD risk in
those without diabetes

• HbA1c measurement could currently be restricted to
those considered at elevated risk of diabetes on the basis of
simple risk tools

• Future studies should address whether HbA1c  also aids
CVD risk prediction in those without diabetes

Prior hypotheses

New understanding

Clinical implications
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Diabetes as a CHD ‘risk equivalent’?

The seminal paper leading to diabetes being considered as a
myocardial infarction (MI) ‘risk equivalent’ state was published
in 1998 [11], an observation pertinent to the timing of statin
prescription among diabetic patients. However, considerable
confusion and debate continues over the extent to which diabetes
mellitus does or does not reflect a CHD risk that is equivalent to
that of a previous MI. We tried to reconcile findings in a recent
analysis of the British Regional Heart Study [12]. We showed
that men who develop diabetes after the age of 60 and have a
short duration of diabetes (average of 1.9 years) have a CHD risk
around half that of men of similar age who develop diabetes
before 60 (average duration ∼16.7 years), with only the latter
group having a similar risk to those with previous MI and no
diabetes. In otherwords, duration of diabetesmatters toCHD risk
and, typically, a diabetes duration of 8 years or more is needed to
reach a CHD risk equivalent state (Fig. 3). Interestingly, mean
duration of diabetes was longer than 8 years in the Haffner et al
paper that proposed diabetes as a CHD risk equivalent [11]. By
contrast, prospective analysis from Scotland showed CVD mor-
tality risk and risk for hospitalisation for MI to be about threefold
lower in persons with newly diagnosed diabetes (mean age
66 years) compared with patients with recent MI [13].

Average excess risk level for vascular disease in diabetes
patients? Further data from the ERFC showed that, overall,

CVD risk is around twofold greater in diabetic patients compared
with people without diabetes, independently of conventional risk
factors [3]. There were trends for HRs to be greater in younger
people and in women with diabetes [3]. The ERFC analyses
were not able to assess the relevance of diabetes duration or renal
disease. However, as we showed [12], diabetes duration is
important in determining the level of CVD risk, and other recent
papers have shown that proteinuria [14] and low estimated GFR
(eGFR) (<60 mlmin–11.73 m−2) [15] mark out diabetic patients
with excessive CVD risk, with the combination of low eGFR
and proteinuria heralding substantially elevated vascular risk
[15]. Moreover, it is clear that those with diabetes and CHD
are at especially higher CVD risk. Hence, the overall vascular
risk of around twofold encapsulates a range of risks; from the
relatively low short to medium term vascular risk in patients with
newly diagnosed or a short duration of uncomplicated diabetes,
to substantially elevated (about four- to fivefold higher HRs) in
diabetic patients with existing CHD or proteinuria/low eGFR.

• Diabetes is a CHD risk equivalent state (i.e. risk levels
  equivalent to prior MI)

• Newly diagnosed diabetic patients currently receive
  statins at lower average CVD risk thresholds than 
  recommended in national guidelines for the general
  population
• Whilst reintroducing risk scoring in diabetic patients to
  tailor preventative therapy could be reasonably argued,
  the current ‘fire and forget’ approach for statin therapy,
  whereby statins are recommended for all newly diagnosed
  type 2 diabetes patients beyond a certain age, has merit
  and reflects greater lifetime vascular risk trajectories in
  patients with diabetes
• Most diabetic patients should receive conventional dose
  statin therapy. Intensive therapy is best targeted to diabetic
  patients with existing CVD, those with proteinuria or low
  eGFR. Patients not meeting cholesterol or LDL-cholesterol
  targets in response to a conventional statin dose may also
  be considered for intensive statin therapy

New understanding
• Diabetes is not a CHD risk equivalent state at diagnosis
   or in those with short duration of disease (less than about
  a decade)
• Risk levels approach CHD risk equivalence after a dia-
  betes duration of about a decade or in those with pro-
  teinuria or low eGFR
• Diabetic patients with existing CHD have a vascular risk
  well in excess of those with CHD but without diabetes

Prior hypothesis

Clinical implications
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Fig. 3 A conceptual look at vascular risk and its determinants before and
during the course of type 2 diabetes. It is important to recognise that CVD
risk at the point of diagnosis or conversion to diabetes in the majority of
individuals is largely determined by conventional CVD risk factors. After
this point, the elevations in glucose into the diabetic range enhance CVD
risk gradually over time (coloured area) so that by 8–10 years’ duration
patients have attained a CHD risk equivalent state. It is important to
recognise that the excess risk indicated by the coloured area may also be
contributed to by relative insulin deficiency, as well as hyperglycaemia, or
by other, as yet inadequately defined metabolic perturbances linked to type
2 diabetes. In recent years, earlier diabetes diagnosis (combined with lower
glycaemia thresholds for diagnosis), and thus earlier use of statins and
blood pressure medications have likely further reduced CVD risks in
diabetes. Of interest, indirect but powerful evidence for contemporary
earlier diagnosis comes from recent Scottish retinopathy data [48]
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The vascular benefits of lowering glucose in diabetes?

The mechanism for elevated vascular risk in diabetes
remains uncertain but, clearly, elevated glucose must be
considered a prime suspect. The seminal UK Prospec-
tive Diabetes Study (UKPDS) showed clear benefits of
intensive glycaemic control on microvascular risks but
failed to show a clear benefit on macrovascular events
[16]. Longer term follow-up of UKPDS patients for
10 years after study end, during which differences
between HbA1c levels in the trial arms largely disap-
peared, did show significant reductions in MI for those
initially treated with intensive glucose-lowering therapy
[17]. These findings have been interpreted as suggest-
ing a ‘legacy effect’ and, of interest, this concept may
fit with the fact that around a decade of diabetes
duration is needed to obtain a CHD risk equivalent
state.

Of course, several recent studies (Action to Control
Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes [ACCORD], Action In
Diabetes And Vascular Disease: Preterax And Diamicron
MR Controlled Evaluation [ADVANCE], Veterans’
Affairs Diabetes Trial [VADT]) [18–20] have further
tested the intensive glycaemic control hypothesis, with
some unexpected results necessitating a reappraisal of
the hypothesis. We conducted the first meta-analysis of
randomised controlled trials that aimed to assess wheth-
er more intensive control of glucose reduces long-term
CVD clinical events and lengthens lifetime compared
with standard treatment [21]. We did so because indi-
vidual trials may have been underpowered to show
clinical benefit. Our analysis demonstrated that a 0.9%
reduction in HbA1c over an average of 5 years of
follow-up resulted in a 17% reduction in non-fatal MI
and a 15% reduction in CHD events, but with no
significant effects on stroke or all-cause mortality. A
subsequent high-quality meta-analysis of individual par-
ticipant data reported similar results and also suggested
vascular risk reduction with intensive glycaemic control
was more likely in diabetic patients without baseline
macrovascular disease [22].

To place the results in context, we also determined
that the relative benefits of intensive glycaemia control
(i.e. 0.9% HbA1c reduction) on CHD risk were clearly
more modest than CHD risk reductions seen with, for
example, a 1 mmol/l reduction in LDL-cholesterol or a
4 mmHg reduction in systolic blood pressure (Fig. 4).
This observation has been confirmed and built on by
Yudkin and Richter [23] and it is now generally accept-
ed that statin therapy and blood pressure control are
relatively more important than targeting glycaemia (by
proven therapies) to lessen CVD risk. The long-term
results of the Steno-2 study also confirm the importance

of multi-factorial intervention in diabetes, with particular
focus on established risk factors [24]. Of course, wheth-
er newer glucose-lowering therapies, with lower risks of
hypoglycaemia and better weight-change profiles, have
better macrovascular protective properties is the subject
of several ongoing CVD endpoint trials.

HbA1c and CVD risk in diabetes? Is there a threshold
effect? Whilst the UKPDS data originally suggested vascu-
lar risk increases from relatively modest HbA1c levels (of
∼5.5%, 37 mmol/mol), recent analyses of the ADVANCE
study challenged this finding [25]. In ADVANCE, micro-
vascular risk appeared to increase only once HbA1c

exceeded 6.5% (48 mmol/mol), while CVD risk increased
when HbA1c exceeded 7.0% (53 mmol/mol). Risk associa-
tions appeared to be relatively weak below these thresholds
[25]. Although these are post hoc analyses of trial data, they
may partially explain the recent neutral results of the Out-
come Reduction with Initial Glargine Intervention
(ORIGIN) study [26]. Here, basal insulin was used to bring
down fasting glucose to normal levels in participants with
cardiovascular risk factors plus impaired fasting glucose,
impaired glucose tolerance or type 2 diabetes, but it was
notable that the median HbA1c at baseline in both ORIGIN
glycaemia arms was only 6.4% (46 mmol/mol), which is
well below the threshold of 7.0% (53 mmol/mol) for CVD
risk suggested by ADVANCE data. In other words, CVD
endpoint trials of glycaemia-lowering agents may be best
conducted in diabetic patients with an HbA1c level well
above 7.0% (53 mmol/mol). Of course, recruited patients
need to have a high CVD risk or prevalent disease for the
study to have sufficient power.
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Fig. 4 A paradigm shift for CVD prevention in diabetes? Benefit of
different interventions per 200 diabetic patients treated for 5 years.
This figure, based on data discussed in [20], albeit the three estimates
derived from different patient populations, shows that vascular benefits
from lipid-lowering with statins and BP lowering are considerably
greater than those achieved from glucose-lowering in patients with
type 2 diabetes. The same broad conclusion has been reached by others
[22], contributing to a paradigm shift in our understanding of the best
current methods for CVD risk reduction in diabetes. LDL-C, LDL-
cholesterol; SBP, systolic BP
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Prior hypothesis

• Targeting glycaemia levels in diabetes is critical to lower
CVD risk

• Reducing glycaemia levels in diabetes to near normal
ranges will provide added vascular benefit  

Newer understanding

• Whilst targeting glycaemia lowers CVD risk, it does so
only modestly. There is stronger evidence for benefits of
glycaemic control on retinopathy risks

• Blood pressure treatments and lowering LDL-cholesterol
with statins lessens CHD risks to greater extents than
glucose-lowering in patients with diabetes

• Reducing glucose levels in diabetic patients with only
modestly elevated glycaemia levels at baseline (e.g.
HbA1c  6.5–7.0% or 48–53 mmol/mol) may not necessarily
achieve any vascular benefit, at least within the short to
medium term

Clinical implications

• To reduce CVD risk, lipid-lowering with statins and
blood pressure control must be prioritised early in diabetes
management

Triacylglycerol levels: stronger indicators of metabolic
dysregulation/ectopic fat vs vascular risk?

Elevated LDL-cholesterol is well recognised as a caus-
al risk factor for CHD and, based on robust trial
evidence, statins are now the mainstay of lipid-
lowering for prevention of CVD. However, whilst cho-
lesterol targets can be reached in the majority of our
patients, many continue to have elevated triacylglycerol
levels, but the degree to which this represents an
additional independent CVD risk factor remains in
doubt. To resolve this issue, we related lipids to
CVD risk in a meta-analysis of prospective studies that
was based on individual participant data [27]. This
work showed that whilst elevated cholesterol and low
HDL-cholesterol predicted higher CVD risk in age, sex
and other lipid-variable-adjusted models, triacylglycerol
levels were not related to risk for vascular events once
non-HDL-cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol were
accounted for. The results were similar in patients with
or without diabetes. As a result, we recommended that
lipid assessment in vascular disease can be simplified

by measurement of total and HDL-cholesterol levels
without the need to fast and without regard to triacyl-
glycerol [27]. Of course, this epidemiological work
does not necessarily mean that triacylglycerol is not
causally related to vascular risk, which is a separate
question requiring different approaches. Nevertheless, it
is of interest to note that recent fibrate trials failed to
show a benefit in the prevention of vascular events in
diabetic patients. The results have led the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) to recommend a need for
further large-scale trials to allow definitive conclusions
in this area, but for now fibrates are not routinely
recommended [28].

What is perhaps less well perceived is that for a
given elevation in triacylglycerol in people without dia-
betes, a given increment in triacylglycerol is a stronger
risk factor for diabetes as compared with its weaker
associations with vascular risk [29]. This is partly be-
cause, in the majority, elevated plasma triacylglycerol
levels represent another manifestation of ectopic fat
whereby excess fat is being deposited in the plasma
pool, in the same way as excess fat appears in the liver
in many patients at risk for type 2 diabetes, or with
prevalent diabetes [30]. Furthermore, and as most physi-
cians recognise, triacylglycerol levels can be markedly
elevated when patients have poor diabetes control, with
rapid improvement possible with an appropriate reduc-
tion in glycaemia levels.

Furthermore, and as noted previously, as with triacyl-
glycerol, FPG in the non-diabetic range is also a far
stronger risk factor for type 2 diabetes than for CVD
[1]; the same association also holds true for current
BMI [29]. As a result, in a novel analysis we showed
that the metabolic syndrome criteria are more aligned
with diabetes than with CVD risk, and consequently
have little clinical value [31], an observation now wide-
ly accepted [32].

Of course, fibrates are still often used in patients
with diabetes who have modest elevations in triacylgly-
cerol (typically greater than about 5–10 mmol/l), often
to mitigate against pancreatitis risk. However, in our
recent meta-analysis of lipid-lowering trials, statins, not
fibrates, were associated with a lower risk of pancreati-
tis [33]. This work suggests that statins should be the
first-line treatment for patients with modest triacylgly-
cerol elevations for prevention of pancreatitis. It also
suggests a need for trials to investigate the effects of
fibrates vs statins on pancreatitis risk in those with
significant hypertriglyceridaemia.
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Prior hypothesis

• Triacylglycerol levels are strong risk factors for CVD

Newer understanding

• Triacylglycerol levels are not associated with CVD risk
independently of established predictors

• Triacylglycerol levels are more strongly aligned with
diabetes risk and, in the majority of patients, represent
another clinical example of ‘ectopic fat’

• Statins, not fibrates, lowered pancreatitis risk in clinical
trials of lipid-lowering agents  

Clinical implications

• Lipid assessment for vascular risk can be done in the
non-fasting state 

• The metabolic syndrome criteria (which contain FPG,
triacylglycerol and BMI) are more aligned with diabetes
risk and, as a result, have no benefit in clinical practice

• In patients with modest elevations of triacylglycerol,
statins appear better supported by available data than
fibrates for preventing pancreatitis

• There is currently little evidence to support targeting
minor elevations in triacylglycerol levels in patients
established on statins for prevention of CVD

Diabetes and vascular risks in women vs men

It is well known that women with diabetes have a greater
relative excess CVD risk compared with men. This was most
recently confirmed in the ERFC analysis, in which the HR for
CVD in women was 2.59 (95% CI 2.29, 2.93) vs 1.89 (1.73,
2.06) in men [3]. However, the mechanisms behind this ob-
servation remain to be fully established. We hypothesised and
confirmed that whilst women without diabetes have more
favourable cardiovascular risk factor levels than men, many
of these advantages are attenuated or lost in women with
diabetes [34]. In other words, CVD risk factors change much
more between non-diabetes and diabetes in women compared
with men. Of interest, these greater CVD risk factor changes
were generally explained by the greater increase in adipos-
ity and insulin resistance associated with diabetes in
women than in men. Our results were therefore consistent
with the hypothesis that women have to undergo a greater
metabolic deterioration to develop diabetes than men do.
In a subsequent paper using data from the Scottish Dia-
betes Registry, we developed this theme further by dem-
onstrating that women have to attain a greater BMI than

men do to be diagnosed with diabetes across nearly the
entire adult age profile, with the BMI differential being
most marked at younger ages [35]. Such work therefore
confirmed and extended prior observations from others
[36], and we believe it did so in a novel and comprehen-
sible manner. Of interest, others [37] have recently con-
firmed our findings from analysis of Scottish data [35].

Prior observations

• Women with diabetes have a greater relative excess CVD
risk compared with men

• Women with diabetes tend to be heavier than their male
counterparts

Newer understanding

• Women have to attain a greater BMI to develop type 2
diabetes than men do, especially at younger ages, and,
as a result, CVD risk factors linked to adiposity/insulin
resistance worsen more in women as they transition to
diabetes

• This observation may also explain the higher prevalence
of diabetes in middle-aged men compared with women
in many parts of the world, since population BMI levels
are generally comparable between men and women

Clinical implications

• Women with diabetes should receive similar risk factor
treatment as men for prevention of CVD

• Men develop diabetes at a lower average BMI, but less
often put themselves forward for weight loss interventions.
More men should be better targeted for weight loss/
lifestyle interventions for prevention of diabetes (and
perhaps at a lower average BMI) and barriers to their
uptake of interventions need to be identified

Statins and diabetes risks

Statins unequivocally lower CVD risk across all risk thresh-
olds and do so in a dose-dependent manner. A post hoc
analysis from the WOSCOPS group suggested pravastatin
may also lessen diabetes risk, and a number of mechanisms
for this suggestionwere postulated [38]. However, this finding
was not confirmed in the JUPITER study which reported a
higher, not lower, risk of diabetes with rosuvastatin compared
with placebo [39]. To resolve uncertainties, we conducted two
meta-analyses of randomised trials. The first pooled published
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and unpublished data from 13 placebo- and standard care-
controlled trials and demonstrated a 9% increased risk for
diabetes (95% CI 2%, 17%) for statin recipients [40], whereas
the second analysed data from the five intensive vs conven-
tional dose statin studies and reported a 12% higher risk (95%
CI 4%, 22%) for those on intensive therapy [41]. These two
studies provide the most robust evidence that statins increase
diabetes risk, a finding recently added to the statin label by the
FDA. In absolute terms, we determined that treatment of 255
(95% CI 150, 852) patients with statins for 4 years resulted in
one extra case of diabetes [40].We were careful in both papers
to point out that clinical practice for patients with moderate or
high cardiovascular risk or existing CVD should not change
[40, 41]. There are some clinical implications, however. First,
patients without diabetes should be informed of the potential
of an increased risk of diabetes with statin use and, as a result,
told that they must not forego lifestyle improvements. Given
the modest potential increase in diabetes risk with statins,
patients taking these agents should be encouraged to
control their weight and improve their level of activity.
Second, we believe the findings strengthen the need to
undertake combined CVD and diabetes risk screening. We
have previously suggested this can be undertaken in the
majority of patients using non-fasting measurement of
lipids and HbA1c, where the lipid data are collated with
other CVD risk factors to determine CVD risk, whereas
the HbA1c value defines diabetes risk [42]. HbA1c mea-
surement may also be usefully repeated after a few
months post statin commencement.

Prior hypothesis

• Statins, by virtue of their lipid-lowering and apparent
pleiotropic effect, may lessen diabetes risk

New understanding

• Statins increase the risk of diabetes, albeit modestly, and
do so in a dose-dependent manner

Clinical implications

• These findings indicate that there should not be a change
of policy of prescribing statins to diabetes patients, to
those in the secondary prevention category, or those at
moderate or elevated vascular risk. However, in all
patients without diabetes, the statin risk is usefully
mentioned as a way to further incentivise the need for
positive lifestyle changes

• This finding also increases the impetus to undertake
combined CVD/diabetes screening

• Future trials of lipid-lowering agents should include
new-onset diabetes as an endpoint, in the same way that
many trials of newer diabetes agents are assessing their
effects on CVD risk

Future patterns of vascular disease in patients
with diabetes?

There is now clear evidence of declining mortality rates in
diabetes (compared with non-diabetes) over several deca-
des, an observation we confirmed in a recent ERFC analysis
[43]. Furthermore, US data analyses suggest a continuing
reduction in CVD mortality rates in diabetes in recent years
[44], explicable in large part to better management of CVD
risk factors [45]. Ongoing trials with newer glucose-
lowering agents (which cause far less hypoglycaemia and
weight gain) may add further CVD benefit so that, at least
for the foreseeable future, CVD rates may continue to de-
cline. This noted, as CVD death rates go down, more
patients with type 2 diabetes are living longer than ever
and this may present newer problems, including rising levels
of cognitive decline or, potentially, greater heart failure and
cancer rates. However, at the same time, there is an increas-
ing population of younger, more obese patients with type 2
diabetes [46], a group likely to have more rapid glycaemia
progression, as well as a general rise in type 2 diabetes rates
worldwide [47], such that diabetes will increasingly account
for a higher percentage of the total CVD burden in society.
These shifting patterns of disease will present unique problems
in the future.
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